
On speialised ompilation of rules forhead-orner bottom-up hart-based parsingwith uni�ation grammarsLiviu CiortuzCS Department, University of YorkHeslington, York, YO10 5DD, UK.E-mail: iortuz�s.york.a.uk.??Abstrat. This paper presents the ompilation approah for head-orner bottom-uphart-based parsing implemented in our ABC Light system. Compilation in ABC Lightis done via an abstrat mahine whih substantially expands OSF AM, the abstratmahine designed for OSF-uni�ation.The entral onept in our approah to ompiled parsing with feature-based uni�ationgrammars is the speialised ompiled form of rules, whih is obtained via transformationof the abstrat ode generated by the OSF AM for rules represented as feature strutures.Speialised ompilation through abstrat ode transformation ensures modularity andompatness of the OSF!C ompiler omponent in the ABC Light system.1 IntrodutionSigni�ant progress has been ahieved during the last ouple of years in the area of eÆientproessing with feature-based grammars. A reent work [17℄ presented some of the most ad-vaned results onerning parsing with large-sale HPSG grammars [19℄, notably the LinGOgrammar [11℄ for English developed at CSLI, University of Stanford. In the meantime, whilestill under development, our ABC Light ompiler [7℄, designed to do head-orner parsing withfeature onstraint-based grammars, provided on LinGO parsing results whih are ompetitivewith the best results reported in [17℄.With respet to the the parsing issue itself, the systems dealing with LinGO-like grammarsdivide into two ategories:1. Systems whih implement a language (extension) in whih one or di�erent suitable parsersan be written:� LiLFeS implements a Prolog/LOGIN-like ontrol level above uni�ation;� ALE ompiles typed feature strutures into Prolog terms and uses (almost) for free theProlog environment as a host layer, in whih the user an test and extend di�erent (even-tually already available) parsing strategies.The advantage in this approah is the exibility the user has to hoose the most suitable parserfor his needs.2. LKB [9℄, TDL/PAGE [15℄, PET [5℄ as interpreters on one side, and Amalia [22℄ [23℄ andABC Light as ompilers on the other side have opted for built-in parsers. The advantage is(presumably) the speed up due to the dediated implementation of the parser; the disadvantage:as soon as the user wants to hange/adjust the parser, he has to modify the system's soureode.?? This is the extended version of the paper \On speialised ompilation of rules in uni�ation grammars"published in the Proeedings of the International Workshop on Parsing Tehnologies (pp. 209-212), held atBeijing University, China, 17-19 Otober, 2001. The implementation side of the work here reported wasdone while the author was with the LT Lab of the German Researh Center for Arti�ial Intelligene(DFKI) in Saarbr�uken, Germany.



ABC Light is a ompiler that implements Light, a simple but interesting CLP(OSF) lan-guage [12℄ [13℄. Light stands for LIGHT | Logi, Inheritane, Grammars, Heads, and Types.3Uni�ation in Light is OSF-theory uni�ation on order- and type-onsistent theories (whihslightly extend well-typed4 systems of feature strutures [6℄). Dedution in Light is a head-orner version of bottom-up hart-based [14℄ [21℄ parsing-oriented dedution [20℄. Compilationin ABC Light is done via an abstrat mahine alled Light AM, whih substantially expandsthe abstrat mahine designed for OSF-uni�ation [2℄ (we will all it OSF AM in the sequel).The ode produed by Light AM is further translated down into C in a similar manner to thewam approah [10℄. (Extending the OSF AM so to perform OSF-theory uni�ation was the�rst main task in building our system [7℄.)Like Amalia, the ABC Light system has speialised abstrat instrutions to implement the(ompiled) parsing. The parser we implemented for Light is signi�antly more general than thatin Amalia:{ it is a head-orner bottom-up hart-based parser (Amalia's parser is a simple bottom-uphart-based one);{ it uses feature struture (FS) sharing to save spae and time needed for parsing;{ it also integrates the so-alled quik-hek tehnique [16℄ to redue the uni�ation time forrule arguments, while bene�ting from statistis results omputed on test suites.The above last two optimisations are presented in detail in [8℄. The two main setions ofthis paper are onerned with the speialised ompilation of rules in ABC Light by means ofprogram transformation, starting from the abstrat ode of the feature strutures representingrules (Setion 2), and respetively the overall oneption of the parsing ontrol level in theABC Light ompiler system (Setion 3). A �nal, evaluation paragraph provides measurementsobtained with ABC Light on the CSLI test suite.2 Speialised ompilation of head-orner (binary) parsing rules:basi idea and exempli�ationSpeialised ompilation design for uni�ation grammar rules in ABC Light must be done insuh a way that their appliation be suitable and eÆient for the ative bottom-up hart-basedhead-orner parsing.5To di�erentiate the notion of head in HPSG from that used for head-orner parsing, weadopt the onvention proposed by LinGO developers to use the term key instead of head forparsing, therefore in the sequel we will use the terminology key-orner parsing. (The notion ofhead will be reserved for HPSG/linguistis usage.)Compared to the general setup of ompiled uni�ation of feature strutures, speialisedompilation of rules adds two important \ingredients":{ feature struture sharing (as a means to eliminate or redue feature struture opying);{ inremental treatment of rules' arguments, i.e. interleaving arguments' proessing with(parsing-oriented) ontrol operations.3 The analogy with the name of LIFE | Logi, Inheritane, Funtions and Equalities | a well-knownonstraint logi language based on the OSF onstraint system [4℄ is evident. LIFE was intended(but not limited) to be used in NLP appliations [3℄. However, up to our knowledge, no large-saleappliation was implemented in LIFE.4 An order- and type-onsistent set of FSs is more general than a well-typed sine it supports: i: openFSs, ii: the de�nition of a \anonial" set of so-alled appropriateness onstraints (automatiallyinferred), and iii: the restrition of the type unfolding ondition � v �(t) to non-terminal nodes inthe (typed) FSs, where v denotes FS subsumption.5 Prior measurements done with CHIC/ago, the development prototype of ABC Light , have shownthat head-orner hart-based parsing with LinGO is approximately twie as fast as simple hart-basedparsing. 2



The tehnique we hose in order to obtain the speialised ompiled form of rules | assumingthat they are represented as feature strutures | is program transformation. Starting from theabstrat ode delivered by the OSF/Light AM ompilation of the feature struture representinga rule in \program" mode, we will upgrade it with speialised ontrol sequenes for the rule'sappliation. Thus, our speialised rule ompilation task onsists mainly in de�ning speialisedontrol instrutions , and simple transformation ations on the abstrat ode. When exeuted,these ations basially insert into abstrat ode ertain sequenes of ontrol instrutions. Theseontrol instrutions will trigger (from within the parser) the arguments' uni�ation and theonstrution of the rule's mother/LHS feature struture.More tehnially, our abstrat program transformation task is made easier when the follow-ing fats are taken into aount:{ the design of OSF AM | the abstrat mahine for OSF-term uni�ation due to A��t-Kaiand Di Cosmo, integrates the \two-stream" optimisation that oordinates the read andwrite sequenes of instrutions performing the uni�ation task;{ we upgraded that design with abstrat instrutions speialised in list proessing; thereforethe \slots" were the (parsing) ontrol sequenes must be plaed are learly identi�able bythe plaes were abstrat instrutions in the input ode implement the onstrution of therule's argument list.In Light AM there will be two possible appliation modes for (ompiled) uni�ation grammarrules:| the key mode: unify the rule's key argument with the feature struture orresponding to apassive item;6 this feature struture is found on the heap at the address stored in the register Q.If suess is reported, then the needed oreferenes (more preisely: the values of the X registerswhose indies are oreferenes) and the hanges made on the heap during uni�ation are savedin a newly reated environment. The index of this new environment, stored in the register Ewill be transmitted to the parser, and it will reord E's value in a newly reated ative item;| the omplete mode (only for non-unary) rules:7 restore the environments orresponding tothe already parsed/instantiated arguments of the rule and unify one of the \ative" (i.e., notyet instantiated/parsed) rule arguments with the feature struture orresponding to a passiveitem. If uni�ation sueeds, then a new environment is reated as above; moreover, if aftersuessful uni�ation the argument list is exhausted, then a feature struture orresponding tothe left hand side (LHS) of the rule is onstruted on the heap, and a passive item is registeredon the hart, otherwise we register an ative item. If uni�ation fails, then the hanges done onthe heap during argument uni�ation will be undone.The swith between the two possible modes for rule appliation is done by examining theregister E when alling for the rule's appliation. The key mode is indiated by the value -1 for6 All lexial items are passive items; non-lexial passive items are obtained during the parsing proess,as shown in the sequel.7 Note that in order-sorted (i.e., inheritane based) feature grammars, the distintion between the twomain operations `san' and `omplete' (by whih the input string is onsumed) is no longer possible,sine the root sort of the arguments in the RHS of a rule an have | and in HPSG usually have! |as subsorts both lexial (i.e., terminal) symbols and phrase (i.e., non-terminal) symbols.It is often the ase that arguments in the rules' RHS in HPSG are sort-underspei�ed (usually sign-or even Top-sorted), beause 1. the aim of lexialized grammars is to ome up with a very limitednumber of rules (or better: rule shemata) and 2. their seletion during parsing is determined mainlyby heking the satis�ability of the assoiated feature onstraints. This makes impossible/impratialthe predition (of the symbol to be tried/parsed next) as usually de�ned in the parsing theory.Therefore, apart from aepting here the head-orner item dedution (as given by the uni�ationgrammar parsing shemata in [21℄), we override here the term omplete, and make it generalise both`san' and `omplete' notions as de�ned in [21℄. 3



the register E.8 Note that in ertain onditions, saving the trail in a new environment may bepostponed.The speialised ompilation of rules in the urrent implementation of Light AM is limitedto binary and unary rules sine LinGO demonstrated that binary rules are perfetly onvenientfor expressing sophistiated HPSG knowledge. Generalisation to rules of arbitrary length isnot diÆult.9 In the sequel, when not otherwise expliitly stated, we will refer to binary rules,beause their treatment is of ourse more elaborated than that of unary rules.In a feature-based uni�ation grammar, a binary rule having a ontext-free bakbone asLHS! ARG1 ARG2 (1)an be represented naturally as a feature struture in whih a dediated feature | here alledARGS | takes as value the list of arguments spei�ed in the right hand side (RHS ) of theabove ontext-free bakbone of the rule. For instane, to the following vp rule, whih is takenfrom the sample uni�ation grammar given in [21℄vp! ?verb np (2)vp:HEAD := verb:HEADvp:SUBJECT := verb:SUBJECTverb:OBJECT : np:one an assoiate the feature struture in the Figure 1. In (2), the key argument of the vp ruleis the verb, marked with ?. The symbol # introdues oreferenes. Lists are presented in sugarednotation < ... >. vp[ ARGS < verb[ HEAD #1,OBJECT #3:np,SUBJECT #2:sign ℄,#3 >,HEAD #1,SUBJECT #2 ℄Fig. 1. The OSF-term assoiated to the rule (2). Among all the equivalent OSF-terms/feature strutures that ould desribe the rule (2), wehave hosen the above one in a partiular way, in order to later ensure both an eÆient parsingwith the resulting ode of the rule and an elegant way to obtain this ode through program(abstrat ode) transformation. More preisely, in the urrent set-up, the feature struturedesribing a rule has to satisfy the following two well-formedness onditions:{ the ARGS feature is the �rst one among those assoiated to the rule's root;{ every oreferene has all assoiated (sort and feature) onstraints listed at its �rst our-rene.8 When applying a binary rule in the omplete mode, E will store the index of the environmentorresponding to the key argument.9 Our system ould however deal with arbitrary long rules, in a version that ompiles rules as ordinaryfeature strutures. 4



Note that the �rst well-formedness ondition stated above ensures the partitioning of theabstrat ode into the areas ARG1, ARG2, and LHS (all having both \read" and \write" parts),while the seond one allows the removal of the LHS-read area in (the program transformationproess that will produe) the new ompiled form of the rule.Convention: In order to simplify the general presentation of our speialised ompilationtehnique, we will assume that, like in the above example, for any feature struture representingrule, the head/key argument is the �rst one in the rule's ARGS list.10The Light speialised form of the rule (2), obtained by transformation of the ode shown inFigure 2 is given in Figure 3. It is exatly at the slots S1, ..., S6 delimiting the areas ARG1,ARG2, and LHS that ontrol sequenes for doing parsing with this rule will be plaed.11 InFigure 3, the parsing ontrol instrutions are indented to the left, to be better visualised.Tehnially, new abstrat instrutions | saveEnv and restoreEnv are used at/by the ontrolsequenes plaed (via abstrat ode transformations) at the slot plaes S1, ..., S6. An environ-ment is a ouple of i: a set of indies orresponding to oreferened X variables, together withtheir values (whih represent indies/addresses of heap ells) and ii: a trail opy that registersthe hanges done on the heap during uni�ation.12 Also, environments will inlude informationuseful for the (ompiled form of) quik-hek �ltering.Apart from the (basi) fat that the parsing ontrol instrutions replaed ARGS list-orientedstu� at the ontrol slots shown in Figure 2, �ve other transformations an be notied:| The LHS-read part was deleted, sine it is no longer needed: one the two arguments unify(with two ertain feature strutures represented on the abstrat mahine's heap), we have tobuilt/write the LHS feature struture; no \read" ation is any longer needed. For the samereason, the write test instrutions were eliminated from the LHS-write area, and so was alsothe write test immediately above the LHS-write area.| Sine our strategy for ompiled parsing follows stritly the order RHS (ARG1 and theneventually ARG2) �! LHS, then the ode lines between the label R0 and the slot S1 areno-longer needed; they were eliminated.| The slot S4 from Figure 2 was simply deleted (so it has no orrespondent) in Figure 3, andthe ode between the labels W2 and W3 was eliminated, sine it beomes a dead ode (theentry point for ARG1 is R1).| The ode between the labels W0 and W1 was moved after the \write" ode for ARG2(atually empty in the ompiled form of the vp rule).13| The ARGS feature is \disarded" i.e., not reated in the LHS ode. This omission is suppor-ted by the Loality Priniple in the HPSG theory [18℄ [19℄, and is adopted in the Light setup,as it was implemented in the other LinGO-parsing systems.Notes:1. The example presented above illustrates what a binary rule looks like under speialisedompiled form. It represents however, a partiular ase of a binary rule, namely one in whih10 In the general setup, as this onvention annot be hold, we proeed as it follows: A new featureKEY-ARGS is introdued, and for every rule, its value will be a list obtained from the rule's ARGSlist simply by dupliating it (i.e., by oreferring the elements) and then moving the key argument onthe �rst position. The above speialised ompilation work is performed in pratie on KEY-ARGS,and not on ARGS as presented above. So, KEY-ARGS will be the �rst feature in the rule's frame,and the whole (thus extended) feature struture has to satisfy the seond well-formedness ondition,relative to oreferenes.11 It is easy to identify the slots in the non-speialised ode by retrieving �rst the abstrat instrutionstest feature (or unify feature), and set feature that deal with the ARGS feature, and subsequentlythe related list-speialised instrutions | test inst list, get �rst, get rest, unify �rst, test NIL rest,set list | onerning the ARGS list itself and its omponents.12 Atually, the trail ontent will be saved in the (orresponding part of an) environment in a ompressedform.13 The ode between W1 and W2 was dead in the design of the original OSF abstrat mahine; it hasto be \revived" in this new, speialised approah for rules ompilation.5



R0: interset_sort X[0℄, vp %ext. S1test_feature X[0℄, ARGS, X[1℄, 1, W1, vpinterset_sort X[1℄, ons %S1test_inst_list X[1℄, 2, W2 %get_first X[1℄, X[2℄ %interset_sort X[2℄, verbtest_feature X[2℄, HEAD, X[3℄, 3, W3, verbR1: test_feature X[2℄, OBJECT, X[4℄, 3, W4, verbinterset_sort X[4℄, npR2: test_feature X[2℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄, 3, W5, verbR3: get_rest X[1℄, X[6℄ %S2interset_sort X[6℄, ons %test_inst_list X[6℄, 3, W7 %unify_first X[6℄, X[4℄test_NIL_rest X[6℄ %S3R4: unify_feature X[0℄, HEAD, X[3℄ %LHS/readunify_feature X[0℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄ %R5: jump W8 %W0: push_ell X[0℄ %dead odeset_sort X[0℄, vp %W1: push_ell X[1℄ %S4set_feature X[0℄, ARGS, X[1℄ %set_sort X[1℄, ons %W2: push_ell X[2℄set_sort X[2℄, verbW3: push_ell X[3℄set_feature X[2℄, HEAD, X[3℄write_test 3, R1W4: push_ell X[4℄set_feature X[2℄, OBJECT, X[4℄set_sort X[4℄, npwrite_test 3, R2W5: push_ell X[5℄set_feature X[2℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄write_test 3, R3W6: push_ell X[6℄ %S5set_list X[1℄, X[2℄, X[6℄ %set_sort X[6℄, ons %W7: set_list X[6℄, X[4℄, NIL %S6write_test 1, R4 %LHS/writeset_feature X[0℄, HEAD, X[3℄ %set_feature X[0℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄ %W8: Fig. 2. The OSF abstrat ode for the rule (2).the seond argument is previously oreferred, i.e, its index/tag ours in the ARG1 ode area.The general ase requires a few additional re�nements that will be skipped here.2. Partiularities for unary rules: In the OSF (non-speialised) abstrat ode there are no S2and S5 slots, and of ourse the ARG2 (read and write) areas are missing. When running thespeialised ompiled ode, things happen almost like in the key mode of binary rules, exeptthat when uni�ation (on the single argument) sueeds, then we enter diretly the onstrutionof the LHS feature struture, like in omplete mode.Full details on abstrat program transformation for speialised rule omputation are provided6



vp: set orefs, { 3, 4, 5 }ond E != -1, jump R3 R0: % ARG1 %CS1set X[2℄, Qinterset_sort X[2℄, verbtest_feature X[2℄, HEAD, X[3℄, 3, W3, verbR1: test_feature X[2℄, OBJECT, X[4℄, 3, W4, verbinterset_sort X[4℄, npR2: test_feature X[2℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄, 3, W5, verbjump W6 %CS2R3: % ARG2restoreEnv E %CS3ond unify( X[4℄, Q ) = FALSE, FailureR5:jump W0W3: % ARG1 %CS4push_ell X[3℄set_feature X[2℄, HEAD, X[3℄write_test 3, R1W4: push_ell X[4℄set_feature X[2℄, OBJECT, X[4℄set_sort X[4℄, npwrite_test 3, R2W5: push_ell X[5℄set_feature X[2℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄W6: saveEnv orefs %CS5jump W8 %% ARG2W0: % LHSsaveEnv NULL %CS6set Q, H %W1: push_ell X[0℄set_sort X[0℄, vpW7: set_feature X[0℄, HEAD, X[3℄set_feature X[0℄, SUBJECT, X[5℄W8: Fig. 3. Speialised (Light) abstrat ode for the rule (2).in [8℄. (They are skipped here due to the lak of spae.) In our Light AM implementation, theprogram transformations presented in this setion are done \on y", i.e., for any rule the speial-ised, \ready for parsing" form is the only one to be atually produed by the (OSFC) ompiler,if speialised ompilation was demanded.3 The parsing ontrol level in ABC LightA simpli�ed version of the ative bottom-up hart based (ABC) parser written in (Light) ab-strat ode is presented in Figure 4. One an easily reognise several new abstrat instrutions.Among them there are two whih are used in the main loop to build up parses: K orner and om-plete. They are shown in C-like pseudo-ode in Figure 5. The build key item and build omplete itemproedures transmit the exeution ontrol to the ompiled rules, in key-, respetive omplete-mode. It is exatly from inside these proedures that rules are alled. We will explain themlater in detail.A few words about the (general) abstrat instrution that build up the parser in Figure 4:7



Start: init_mahineget_grammarreate_lexioninit_parserParseLoop:ond empty( get_input( buffer ) ), Stoptokenize buffer, lexInputinit_hart lexInput, hartHeapProessItem:ond empty( agenda ), Printset item, hartHeap[ pop( agenda ) ℄ond passive( item ), DiretCompleteK_orner item, length( lexInput )ReverseComplete:omplete item, Falsegoto EndProess_itemDiretComplete:omplete item, TrueEndProess_item:goto ProessItemPrint: print_results hartHeapreset_mahinegoto ParseLoopStop:Fig. 4. The ABC head-orner parser abstrat ode| init mahine: alloates spae for the main data strutures of the Light abstrat mahineand initialises registers;| reset mahine: resets registers in Light AM to initial/impliit values;| get grammar: initialises and omputes the \key" QC-vetors used for pre-uni�ation �lter-ing (see the next setion), and the \restritors"; restritors are names of ertain features,that will be eliminated from a rule LHS FS after suessful uni�ation of rule arguments(suh features are grammar and/or (HPSG) theory dependent);| reate lexion: builds up a hash table whose entries put words in orrespondene withlexial feature strutures (ompiled as query terms) in the input Light grammar; this hashtable will be used during the lexial analysis of the sentenes to be parsed;| init parser: alloates memory for the hart, the agenda and the input bu�er to be usedduring the parsing;| tokenize: performs the morphologial analysis on the input sentene;| init hart: for eah morphologial token, a ertain lexial rule is applied to a spei�lexial desription (aording to the lexion), in order to build a full FS assoiated to alexial token, and a lexial item will be built on the hart; the indies of all (passive) lexialitems are registered onto the agenda;| print results: its name is self explaining.The K orner abstrat instrution tests for a given passive item whih are the potential rulesto math (the FS orresponding to) this item against their key argument. For eah suessfulappliation of suh a rule, a new item is built on the hart. This item will be a passive one inthe ase of unary rules, and an ative one otherwise. The omplete abstrat instrution works intwo modes, aording to the value of its seond argument isAtive. For ative (i.e., inomplete)items, whih were just/newly obtained as a result of a suessful exeution of the K ornerabstrat instrution, the omplete proedure works in \diret" mode, trying to produe newomplete items, by mathing the not-yet-�lled position in the urrent item with omplete items8



already found on the hart. For omplete items read from agenda, omplete works in \reverse"mode, searhing for ative items on the hart, and trying to ombine them with the urrentitem. K orner (passive:item�, input length:int) �f for all non-lexial rules r in the grammar fE = -1;if �lter( r, passive, 0 ) ^((isLeftExtendable( r ) ^ passive�>start >= r.arity-1) _(:isLeftExtendable( r ) ^ passive�>end + r.arity-1 <= input length))build key item( r, passive );else ; ggomplete (it:item�, isAtive:boolean) �f hart entry:; ile:boolean;if isAtive f % diret modeile = item left extendable( it );for every passive item  on the hart fE = it�>env;if �lter( it�>rule,  ) ^((ile ^ .end = it�>start) _ (:ile AND .start = it�>end))build omplete item( it, & );else ; g gelse % reverse modefor every ative item  on the hart fE = �>env;ile = item left extendable(  );if �lter( �>rule, it ) ^((ile ^ .start = it�>ends) _ (:ile ^ .end = it�>start))build omplete item( &, it );else ; gg Fig. 5. The key and omplete parsing abstrat instrutionsAs ABC Light emulates abstrat ode into C, every (FS representing a) rule is �nallyassoiated a C funtion whih returns 0 is the rule fails and 1 if it was suessfully applied.Also, an array is reated at the ompilation time, storing the addresses of the C funtions whihare the ompilation result for FSs representing rules. A rule appliation is invoked by allingthe funtion rule with two arguments: the rule index and the root address of the FS on whihthis rule has to be applied. At the end of a suessful appliation of a binary rule in ompletemode, the Q register ontains the root of the newly reated (mother) FS. Knowing this, theode for the funtions build key item and build omplete item shown in Figure 6 is now easilyunderstandable.The OSF!C ompiler omponent of the ABC Light system omputes (among other data)the ombinatorial �lters lex�lter and syn�lter. These are multi-dimensional boolean arrays sat-isfying the property�lter[fs; r; n℄ = 1 i� the FS fs uni�es with the n-th argument of the syntati rule r:9



build key item( int r, item �passive )f item �new item;if rule( r, passive�>fs ) fnew item = build new item( passive, NULL, passive�>fs );agenda = agenda [ f new item g; g % put new item on agendaelse ;gbuild omplete item( item �ative, item �passive )f restoreEnv( ative�>env );if rule( ative�>rule, passive�>fs )build new item( passive, ative, Q );else ;gFig. 6. The build key item and build omplete item proedures.The FS fs is either one denoting a rule (in the ase of syn�lter), or a FS assoiated to a lexialentry (in the ase of lex�lter).The �lter test in the K orner and omplete proedures looks up into the (lexial or syntati)�lter tables to deide whether the FS assoiated with the passive item under onsiderationpotentially uni�es with the key (respetively non-key) argument of a ertain rule. The indexof this rule is r, the �rst argument of K orner, respetively the rule �eld of the urrent ativeitem in omplete. In order to distinguish whether it has to hek for the key, respetively thenon-key argument, the �lter funtion (whose ode is shown in Figure 7) tests the ontent of theregister E. The rule �eld in the passive item passed as argument to the �lter funtion makes itpossible to deide whether this passive item is a lexial or a non-lexial one. Aording to thisinformation, either the lex�lter or the syn�lter is looked up.boolean �lter( int r, item �passive )f int �lter table( passive�>rule < 0 ? lex�lter : syn�lter );int arg = (E == -1 ? RULES[ r ℄.key arg : RULES[ r ℄.arity-1 - RULES[ r ℄.key arg );return �lter table[ passive�>rule ℄[ r ℄[ arg ℄;g Fig. 7. The ombinatorial �lter funtion.RULES is an array omputed at the ompilation time, synthesising information about the syn-tati rules in the input Light grammar: the rule name, arity, key-argument position and itskey quik-hek vetor.As an example of rule appliation, when the system will parse the input sentene \The atathes a mouse", also taken from [21℄, the vp rule will be applied one in key mode unifyingARG1 with the feature struture given as lexial desription for the verb athes, and then |after parsing the noun phrase a mouse | in omplete mode, unifying ARG2 with the featurestruture desribing this noun phrase.More detailed: When parsing the phrase \athes a mouse", the exeution ow is as itfollows: 10



� Before entering the rule in key mode, the register E is set to -1, and Q is instantiated to theroot address (on the heap) for the feature struture orresponding to the lexial desription ofthe verb athes.� When entering the vp rule ode, the set of oreferene indies (orefs) is instantiated tof3; 4; 5g, sine X[3℄, X[4℄, X[5℄ in the abstrat ode orrespond to #1, #3, #2 respetivelyin Figure 1.� Then, as E is -1, the sequene of instrutions orresponding to ARG1 | namely from thelabel R0 to R2 and W3 to W6 | is exeuted, leading to uni�ation of the verb-rooted featurestruture in Figure 1 with the term orresponding to the lexial entry athes.� At W6, a fresh environment is reated, inorporating� the oreferenes: the values of X[3℄, X[4℄, X[5℄, namely the indies of the heap ellsrooting the feature strutures #1, #3, #2 in Figure 1, and� the history of hanges done on the heap during uni�ation, namely new sort, feature andequality onstraints (orresponding respetively to the �elds SORT, FTAB, CREF).� When exiting the vp rule exeution in key mode (jump W8), these hanges on the heap willbe undone, leaving the feature struture of the verb athes exatly as it was before uni�ation(with the �rst argument of the rule vp), to be further available for \sharing" by any other rule.� Later on, after having had parsed the input sequene a mouse, and before entering again thevp rule, now in omplete mode, the index (di�erent than -1) of the above reated environmentis stored in the register E, and the ontent of the register Q is set to the heap address of thefeature struture haraterising the noun phrase a mouse.� Now, reentering the vp rule, E 6= �1 ditates the exeution of the ARG2 sequene (R3-R5).At R3, the environment of index E is restored, meaning that X[3℄, X[4℄, X[5℄ point again tothe heap representations of the terms tagged by #1, #3, #2 in Figure 1, and the verb argumentin the same �gure is instantiated to its glb with the feature struture for athes , exatly as itwas at the end of the vp rule appliation in key mode. Then the feature struture rooted by theell X[4℄, (orresponding to #3 in Figure 1), is uni�ed with the feature struture haraterisingthe noun phrase a mouse.� As this last uni�ation sueeds, a new environment is reated (with an empty set oforeferenes), orresponding to the instantiation of the FS rooted at #4:np in Figure 1 to itsglb with the feature struture for the noun phrase a mouse.� Finally, the vp mother/LHS feature struture is onstruted, by exeuting the W0-W8 se-quene. After exiting the vp rule, hanges on the heap due to environment restoring and uni-�ation are undone.Evaluation and ConlusionIn the ABC Light ompiler whih implements Light, a simple CLP(OSF) language suitable toproess large-sale HPSG-like typed grammars, uni�ation is \ontrolled" by a parsing-orientedlevel (that orresponds to the SLD-resolution level in the lassial WAM [1℄); in this respetour approah | head-orner ative bottom-up hart-based parsing | is more general than thesimple bottom-up hart-based parsing in Amalia[23℄. Also, the speialised ompilation of rulesby transformation of the OSF AM abstrat ode ensures modularity and ompatness of theOSF!C ompiler omponent in the ABC Light system.Without the pre-uni�ation �lter quik-hek, on the CSLI test suite, ABC Light sored0.07 se/sentene (while PET| known as the fastest system running LinGO [17℄, and urrentlysupported/used by several ommerial ompanies | reported 0.11 se/sentene). The tests wererun on a SUN Spar server at 400MHz. With quik-hek turned on, the ABC Light systemregistered 0.04 se/sentene, a performane slightly better than that of PET. PET's goodperformane w.r.t. ABC Light is due to the inorporation of graph uni�ation library proeduresand to the fat that omputations in PET are highly loalised. This seond optimisation madePET about 40% faster; we plan to apply it soon for ABC Light, along with the overall polishing.11
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